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Virtopsy- A Moral Boon In Forensics
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AB STRACT: Death is an inevitable part of life and at few occasions scientific examination of bodies after death
becomes mandatory. The contribution of Forensic science in achieving this is noteworthy. Forensic pathology is a
discipline of Forensic science which deals with pathologic and physiologic changes of a body before and after death
wherein autopsy plays a significant role. Conventional Autopsy involves Invasive body opening – the traditional
means of postmortem investigation in Humans. Contrary to it is Virtopsy, a minimally invasive emerging technology
in the field of Forensic medicine which incorporates Imaging technology that relies on certain fundamental pillars
which include - Three dimensional surface scanning 3D/CAD photogrammetry , MSCT- multi slice computed tomography, MRI- magnetic resonance imaging and Magnetic resonance imaging spectroscopy. Thus serving as a moral
boon in the field of forensics is Virtopsy which provides a platform wherein radiologists and forensic clinicians reflect
an ethical face in forensic examination after death.
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HISTORY OF AUTOPSY

the latin word “Virtus” which means „useful,

Greek physicians Erasistratus and Herophilus

efficient and good‟ and elimination of autos ie, self

dissected cadavers to study the working of organs

thus leading to the scientific umbrella Virtopsy.
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In 1800, William Osler who taught medicine

FORENSIC – RADIOLOGY BRIDGE

placed autopsy at the centre of the medical
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AUTOPSY VS VIRTOPSY

that can augment or even in the future may be an
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IMAGE GUIDED IDENTIFICATION
Virtopsy is an investigator independent, objective;
non

invasive
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guided

qualitative

5. It is less time consuming and body can be
released immediately after the scanning.
Disadvantages

improvement in forensic pathologic investigation

1. It is not possible to distinguish all the

augmented by modern cross sectional imaging

pathological conditions with this technique and

technique. The computed tomography plays an

it is associated with insufficient data base when

important role as an imaging modality for two and

compared to conventional autopsy.

three dimensional documentation and analysis of

2. It exhibits dilemma in differentiating ante

autopsy findings including gross tissue injury and

mortem/postmortem artifacts; color changes and

pathologic gas collections. Concurrently MRI has a

establishment of infection status.

greater impact in soft tissue injuries. The future
application of these imaging guided techniques in

3. Occasionally small tissue injury may be missed
[9]

.

identification shall extend even towards routine

VIRTUAL AUTOPSY: A CUTTING EDGE

screening of bodies prior to burial[8].

Studies conducted to compare Autopsy and

VIRTOPSY: BENEFITS AND PITFALLS

Virtopsy revealed the cutting edge of Virtopsy in

Advantages

determining the cause of death, eliciting relevant

1. It is a Scalpel free non invasive imaging

traumatological and pathological findings, vital

technology.

reactions,

reconstruction

of

injuries

and

2. It is digitally storage over years or decades and

visualization of forensic cases. This also led to an

even transferrable over the web for second

opportunity to utilize the data for expert witness

opinion.

reports, teaching, quality control and telemedical

3. It is an ethical evolution which serves better

consultation[10].

acceptance for the relatives of the deceased
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VIRTIBOT AND VIRTUAL AUTOPSY
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